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model of Comeret al. [1985] consistedof a stack of concentric

cylindersapproximatinga conicalvolcano.We haverepeated
the calculation

with an alternative

model with the same excess

massbut with a load distribution conforming more closelyto
the shape of the volcano,as given by the elevation contours of
Batsonet al. [1979], which indicatea pronouncednorth-south
elongation to the topographicrelief. We found that this load
model predictsstressesnot significantlydifferent from thoseof
the axially symmetricmodel for the same thickness(i.e., flexural rigidity) of the elasticlithosphere.The lithospheric thickness estimate of Comer et al. [1985] is therefore robust with
respectto uncertaintiesin the areal distribution of the Elysium
Mons
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load.
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A further test of the hypothesisthat the graben concentric
to Elysium Mons are the result of flexure may be made by
comparing the predicted stress magnitudes with the lithospheric strength. In the upper lithosphere of the terrestrial
planets,strength is likely to be limited by friction on preexisting faults [Goetze and Evans, 1979; Brace and Kohlstedt,
1980]. Byeflee [1968] demonstratedthat frictional strengthis
well approximated by piecewise linear functions of depth
under both horizontal extension and horizontal compression,
20*
relations that are largely independentof temperature and rock
type. The strength dependson the effective confining pressure
Fig. 6. Sketch map of Elysium Mons and vicinity showing loand thus on the presenceof pore fluids. Fluidized crater ejecta, cations at which graben widths were measured, and the inferred

chaotic terrain, and fluvial channels have been cited as evi-

dencefor extensivevolcano-ground ice interactions within the
Elysium region [Mouginis-Mark et al., 1984]. Because there
may have been extensivemelting of permafrostand ground ice
during the time of volcanic activity in Elysium, the strengthin
both "wet" and "dry" situationsshould be considered.

depths (in kilometers) at which the normal faults bounding each
graben would intersect [Golombek, 1979]. Graben widths and wall
widths were measuredfrom Viking orbiter photographs(V0541A30,
V0844A19, V0846A16).

ter while varying Young'smodulusE and the load q by factors

If a flexuraloriginfor theconcentric
grabenis •orrect,then of 2 and 1.5, respectively,greater than and lessthan the values
normal faulting should occur at radial positions and over
depth intervals for which the flexural extensional stressexceeds the frictional strength [Solomon, 1985]. Golombek
[1979] has proposeda simple rule to estimate the maximum
depth of extensionalfaulting from the widths of graben and of
their bounding walls. This method is based on the assumptions that the graben are the product of simple extension,that
the faults bounding the graben dip at approximately 60ø, and
that faulting does not extend below the projected intersection
at depth of the two faults.We measuredgraben widths at nine
locations on six different graben (Figure 6). The measurement
points are located 150-215 km from the load center; they are
distributed around Elysium Mons from the northeast(N30øE)
to the southwest(S30øW).Graben widths range from 1.0 + 0.5
km to 3.0 +_0.5 km. Wall widths in all cases(both measured
directly and determined by subtracting the floor width from
the total graben width) are approximately 0.50 + 0.25 km.
The inferred maximum depth of faulting ranges from 0.3 to
2.1 km for the various graben considered. These estimates
have large uncertainties,however, particularly associatedwith
uncertainties in the dip angles of the bounding faults. For
assumeduncertaintiesof 10ø in the fault dip and 5ø in the
slope of the graben walls the range of possiblefault intersection depths varies from 0.1-1.6 km for the narrowest graben
measuredto 0.6-5.1 km for the widest graben.
For each graben the maximum depth of faulting may be
compared with the depth at which flexural stressesfall below
the extensional strength. The flexural stresses,including both
bending and membrane stresscontributions, are taken from
the loading model for Elysium Mons of Comer et al. [1985].
As a measure of the uncertaintiesin the predicted stresses,we
repeated the flexure calculationswith a fixed flexural parame-

assumedby Comer et al. [1985]. These values represent our
best estimateof the uncertaintiesin each of thesequantities.
One such comparisonfor one of the widest graben is shown
in Figure 7. While the inferred maximum depth of normal
faulting is somewhatshallower than that predicted from the
intersectionof the flexural stressdistributionand Byerlee'slaw
for extensionalstrength under "dry" conditions,the two predicted depths agree to within the estimated uncertainties in
both the maximum fault depth and the flexural stressmagnitudes.If the differencein thesedepthsis real, it may be due
to partial release of stressby the formation of neighboring
graben, finite extensional strength of relatively unfractured
surficial volcanic material, or a superpositionof stressesfrom
other sources.In all casesthe faulting depth predicted from
the intersection

of the flexural

stress curve

with

the exten-

sional strength distribution under "wet" conditions is greater
than that inferred from graben geometry. This comparison
suggeststhat the depth of faulting inferred for the formation of
concentricgraben is consistentwith a flexural origin as long
as there was no significant reduction of maximum effective
pressure by near-surface pore fluids during the period of
graben formation. However, becauseof the large uncertainties
in the predicted flexural stresses,the presenceof pore fluids
cannot be completelyexcluded.
Regional Scale Loading

The stressesdue to any arbitrary surfaceload q(r) on a thin
shell may be obtained by convolving the load with the stress
tensor ao resulting from a point load of unit magnitude:

•(r)
=ffq(r')•o(rr')dA'
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